
How will you combine them? 
Creativity experiment #2: 

Crazy Combinations 
 

Start: Select an animal and write it 

on the line below. Be specific (ex: 

Beagle, not just dog). Some ideas: Cow, 

Cat, Lizard, Zebra, Cardinal, Blue Jay, Ostrich, 

Chimpanzee   Rhinoceros, Raccoon, Turtle, 

Elephant, Llama, Scorpion, etc. 

 

 

Next: Select one item from the box below.  Circle it. 

 1. GATHER KNOWLEDGE: Using your phone, find one reference 

image for the animal (full body pic) and one for the item (full item pic). (Images 

must be real, not cartoons or drawings). 
  

 2. HARD THINKING ABOUT THE PROBLEM: How will you 

combine the two to make one drawing? 
  

 3. INCUBATION:  Give your mind a break. If you are having a hard 

time, ask a partner for some Insight. 
   

 4. THE EUREKA MOMENT: You figured it out!!! You got this. You 

thought of a great way to combine the animal with the object. 
   

 5. DEVELOPING THE IDEA: Time to draw 
1. Your drawing should touch at least 3 sides of your paper (draw big). Drawing 

should fill at least half the paper. (10Pts) 

2. The drawing consists of about half the animal and half the object. (10pts) 

3. Include as many details as possible to make it believable. Careful attention paid to 

the proportion, contours of lines and shapes. (25pts) 

4. You can tell what each part of the drawing is, yet they look as though they belong 

together. (15pts) 

5. Once drawing is complete, used colored pencils to realistically color images. Pay 

attention to change in values and details. (20pts) 

6. Color is carefully applied (solid, same direction). (15pts) 

7. Used reference images (5pts) 

Scissors  Microphone Lamp  Umbrella  Alarm Clock

 Sewing Machine  Guitar  Drums  Lipstick           

Fishing Pole Ice Skate Pliers  Wristwatch  Rotary Telephone

 Hairdryer   Compass  Toothbrush                    

Light Bulb Teapot  Bubble Gum Machine Iron  Camera                

 Toaster  Sneaker  Tire w/Rim Safety Pin Hammer  


